INSTALL MIN 6" ABOVE HIGHEST POINT OF DISCHARGE

1. 30-INCH LINEAR LENGTH OF WIRE, COILED
2. WATERPROOF CONNECTION:
   RAIN BIRD DB SERIES (1 OF 2)
3. ID TAG
4. LOW FLOW ANTI-SIPHON VALVE:
   RAIN BIRD ASV-LF-075 VALVE
   (INCLUDED IN XACZ-075-PRF KIT)
5. PRESSURE REGULATING FILTER:
   RAIN BIRD PRF-075-RBY
   (INCLUDED IN XACZ-075-PRF KIT)
6. PVC SCH 80 UNION
7. PVC SCH 40 MALE ADAPTER
8. UV RADIATION RESISTANT PVC SCH 40 PIPE
   (1 OF 2)
9. FINISH GRADE/TOP OF MULCH
10. PVC SCH 40 ELL (1 OF 2)
11. PVC LATERAL PIPE (1 OF 2)

XACZ-075-PRF 3/4" LOW FLOW
CONTROL ZONE KIT
OPTION 1